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ON GALOIS THEORY
USING PENCILS OF HIGHER DERIVATIONS

JAMES K. DEVENEY AND JOHN N. MORDESON

Abstract. Let L d K be fields of characteristic p ^ 0. Assume K is the

field of constants of a group of pencils of higher derivations on L, and

hence L is modular over K and K is separably algebraically closed in L.

Every intermediate field F which is separably algebraically closed in L and

over which L is modular is the field of constants of a group of pencils of

higher derivations if and only if K(LP') has a finite separating transcen-

dence basis over K for some nonnegative integer e. If p ^=2,3 and K(LP')

does have a finite separating transcendence basis over K, and F is the field

of constants of a group of pencils, then the group of L over F is invariant in

the group of L over K if and only if F = K(LP') for some nonnegative

integer r.

1. Introduction. Throughout we assume L is a field of characteristic p ^ 0.

This paper is concerned with the Galois theory of pencils of higher

derivations developed by Heerema [5]. Recall that a rank t higher derivation

on L is a sequence d = {d¡\0 < i < t) of additive maps of L into L such that

dr(ab) = %{d¡(a)dj(b)\i + j = r] and d0 is the identity map. The set of all

rank t higher derivations forms a group with respect to the composition

d° e = / where / = 1,{dmen\m + n = /}. Let H(L/K) be the set of all

higher derivations on L, trivial on K and having rank some power of p. For d

in H(L/K), V(d)=f where rank/ = /»(rank d), fpi = d¡ and f = 0 if p \ j.
Two higher derivations / and g are equivalent if g = V (f) or / = V'( g) for

some i. The equivalence class of d is d and is called the pencil of d. The set of

all pencils, H(L/K), can be given a group structure by defining df to be the

pencil of d'f where d' is in d, f is in / and rank a" = rank /'. Heerema

developed the group of pencils in order to incorporate in a single theory the

Galois theories of finite and infinite rank higher derivations. However, as

indicated by Proposition 1, the group of pencils could also be used to develop

a theory for some unbounded exponent purely inseparable modular

extensions.

If K is the field of constants of a group of pencils on L, then L/K is

modular and K is separably algebraically closed in L. This paper develops

criteria for every intermediate field of L/K with these properties to be a field

of constants. Necessary and sufficient conditions are shown to be that K(LP')

has a finite separating transcendence basis over K for some nonnegative
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integer e. This provides for an immediate extension of part of the Galois

theory in [5]. A characterization of the Galois groups in this more general

setting awaits the solution in the bounded exponent infinite dimensional

purely inseparable case. §3 develops criteria for a Galois subgroup of a Galois

group to be normal.

2. Fields of constants. The following proposition determines which subfields

of L are the fields of constants of sets (and hence groups) of pencils of higher

derivations. The result parallels that of Davis [1, Theorem 1, p. 50] with the

replacement of separable by modular.

Proposition 1. Let K be a subfield of L. Then K is the field of constants of a

set of pencils on L if and only if L/K is modular and (~) „K(LP ) = K.

Proof. Suppose K is the field of constants of a set of pencils 77. Let 77 be

the set of all higher derivations ¿7 such that ¿7 G 77. Then {~\d&HLd = K

where Ld is the field of constants of ¿7. Note that 77 = Un77„ where every

element of 77„ is of rank p". For d E Hn, Ld D K(L""*') by [10, p. 436].

Hence

*=nL*=n íii^n^'^í
d£H "     d<EH„ "

so K = C\„K(LP"). Since L is modular over each Ld, L/K is modular [9,

Proposition 1.2, p. 40].

Conversely, suppose L/K is modular and n„K(Lp") = K. Then

L/K(Lpn+') is modular for all n and hence, if Hn(L/K) denotes the group of

all rank/?" higher derivations on L/K,

H       Ld = K(Lp"+ß.

Thus ä^HAL/K)

n   L*=n   n   L*=n*(LO = *
d<EH(L/K) "     d(EH„(L/K) "

and K is the field of constants of H (L/K) whence of H (L/K).

Corollary 2. The field of constants of the group of all pencils on L is the

maximal perfect subfield C\nLp" of L.

Proof. Since separable extensions are modular, L/ C\nLp" is modular.

Proposition 3. Let K be any subfield of L. The field of constants of the group

of all pencils on L over K is D nQ*(Lp") where Q* is the unique minimal

intermediate field such that L/Q* is modular.

Proof. The existence of Q* is established in [4, Theorem 1.1]. Since

n ( n Q*(L»ß)(L») = n Q*(Lpß,
i     \     n I n

H „Q*(LP") is the field of constants of a set of pencils by Proposition 1.
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Moreover, if M is a field of constants, since L/M is modular, M D Q* and,

hence, M = DnM(Lp") 2 DnQ*(Lp").

In view of [4, Theorem 1.6] it would be tempting to conjecture that

r)„Q*(Lp") is relatively perfect over Q*. However, examples given by

Waterhouse [9] indicate that H„Q*(LP") can be bounded exponent over Q*.

The Galois correspondence using pencils developed by Heerema is restrict-

ed to the case where L/K is finitely generated. We now determine the most

general conditions on L/K so that every intermediate field F which is

separably algebraically closed in L and over which L is modular will be a

Galois subfield, i.e. the field of constants of a group of pencils.

Proposition 4. Let L/K be purely inseparable modular. Then every inter-

mediate field F of L/ K such that L/F is modular is the field of constants of a

group of pencils on L if and only if L/K is of bounded exponent.

Proof. If L/K is of bounded exponent, the conclusion is immediate.

Suppose F is the field of constants of a set of pencils on L for every F such

that L/F is modular. Then by Proposition 1, F = C\„F(LP") for every such

F. Let B be a maximal pure independent set for L/F. Then L/F(B) is

modular and relatively perfect [9, Theorem 2.3, p. 42]. Thus L =

C\nF(B)(Lp") = F(B). That is, L has a subbasis over every intermediate

field F such that L/F is §iodular. Suppose L/F is modular and of unbound-

ed exponent. Then L = F(B) where B is a subbasis of L/F. Now B =

U ¡B¡ where every element of B¡ is of exponent i over F and for any positive

integer n there exists i > n such that B¡ =£0. Let x¡ E B be such that x, has

exponent /, over F, ij < iJ+x, I < j < cc. Set

?-F(B\{xi},xl>-xf-\...,xii-xf!;,->,...).

Then

L = F (X¡i, x{j, ...,x¡,...) = F (xi}, . . . , x¡_, . . . ) =-

The intermediate fields of L/F are chained [7, p. 20]. Hence it follows that

L/F is modular and relatively perfect. However, this is impossible since

L 7e F and L/F must have a subbasis. Hence L/F is of bounded exponent

for every intermediate field F such that L/F is modular, in particular, for

F= K.

The following example is one such that L/K is not modular, every

intermediate field F such that L/F is modular is the field of constants of a set

of pencils on L, yet L/K is not of bounded exponent. (The proof of

Proposition 4 shows that when this happens, L/F is of bounded exponent for

every F such that L/ F is modular.)

Example 5. Let K = P(z,y, xx, x2, . . . , xn, . . .) where F is a perfect field

and z,y, xx, . . . ,xn, . . . are algebraically independent indeterminants over

P. Let
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L = K(zp2xp" + y"", ..., z'-"-lx£-' + yp", . . .).

Then L/K is reliable [7, Example 1.26(a), p. 20] whence not modular [4,

Corollary 2.5]. T^L') = K(zp~\ ..., zp",...). L/K(L") is modular so

Q* C K(LP) where Q* is the unique minimal intermediate field of L/K such

that L/Q* is modular. If Q* c K(L") (strict inclusion), then Q* = K(zp~")

for some tj. Since L/K is reliable, L/Q* is reliable. Since it is impossible for

L/Q* to be modular, reliable, and of unbounded exponent [4, Corollary 2.5],

we must have Q* = K(LP). Thus every intermediate field F such that L/F is

modular is such that L/F has bounded exponent, in fact, exponent < 1.

Theorem 6. Suppose L/K is modular. Then every intermediate field F such

that L/F is modular and F is separably algebraically closed in L is the field of

constants of a group of pencils on L if and only if K(LP') has a finite separating

transcendence basis over K for some nonnegative integer e.

Proof. Suppose the condition holds for every such intermediate field F of

L/K. Then the condition holds for every such intermediate field F of L/H*

where 77* is the unique minimal intermediate field such that L/H* is regular

[4]. By [2, Corollary 4.2, p. 397], L/H* has a finite separating transcendency

basis. Since H*/K is purely inseparable [6, Lemma 4, p. 303] L/K splits [6,

Proposition 1, p. 302], say L = J ®K D where D/K has a finite separating

transcendence basis and J/K is purely inseparable. Now, L/D is modular

and for every intermediate field F of L/D such that L/F is modular, F is the

field of constants of a set of pencils on L. Thus by Proposition 4, L/D is of

bounded exponent. Thus K(LP') has a finite separating transcendence basis

for some e.

Conversely, suppose K(LP') has a finite separating transcendence basis

over K for some e and let F be an intermediate field such that L/F is

modular and F is separably algebraically closed in L. Then F(LP") has a

finite separating transcendence basis over F for some n, hence L = F ®F R

where R/F is regular and has a finite separating transcendence basis and

F/ F is purely inseparable modular of bounded exponent. Thus F is the field

of constants of a set of pencils on L by the proof of [5, Proposition 2.1].

3. Invariant subgroups.

Lemma 7. Let K be a Galois subfield of L. Then H (L/K) contains an

isomorphic image of H„(L/K), say H„(L/K),_and Hn(L/K) C Hn+X(L/K),

n = 0,l,_Furthermore, \J„Hn(L/K) = H (L/K).

Proof. Define O: Hn(L/K)-> H (L/K) by $(¿7) = ¿7 for all ¿7 G

Hn(L/K). Clearly 4> is a homomorphism. Suppose <í>(¿7) = $(/), i.e. ¿7 = /.

Now ¿7 and / have the same rank and since either u'(¿7) = / or v'(f) = ¿7 for

some i [5], we have ¿7 =/. That is 0 is 1-1. Let / G Hn(L/K). Then there

exists   d E H„(L/K)   such   that   ¿7 = /   Now   v(d) E Hn+X(L/K)   and
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f=d=v(d)EHn + x(L/K),   so   Hn(L/K)Q Hn+X(L/K).   Clearly

UnH„(L/K) = H(L/K).
We note that by Lemma 7 and the definition of multiplication, a subgroup

H(L/F) of H(L/K) will be an invariant subgroup if and only if Hn(L/F) is

invariant in  Hn(L/K) for all n.

Theorem 8. Suppose p^=2,3. Let K c F be Galois subfields of L such that

K(LP') has a finite separating transcendence basis over K for some e. Then the

following conditions are equivalent.

(I) H (L/F) is H (L/K) invariant.

(2)F= K(Lpr) for some r.

_Proof. If F = K(LP), then F is invariant under H (L/K) and hence

H (L/F) is H(L/.^invariant.

Assume (1). Let F denote the algebraic closure of F in L and we first

consider the case F =£ L. Since L/F and L/K are regular, F/K is regular.

Also, L/F and F/K have finite separating transcendence bases [8, Theorem

2, p. 419]. Since K / K is modular, there exists a p-basis Z of K such that

Z \ (Z n K) is a subbasis for K over AT. Let A' be a separating transcendence

basis of F/K and let Y be a separating transcendence basis of L/F. Then

Zul and Z u X \j Y arep-bases of F and L, respectively.

Since F¥= L,Y 1=0. Suppose X =£0. Let x0 E X nndyQ E Y.Lett be the

exponent of x0 over F Define d,f E H,+X(L/K) as follows:

d¡(z) = 0   for all z E Z, i > 1,   f(z) = 0   for all z E Z, i > 1,

dx (*o) = ^o>    4 (*o) - <U > L   /, (.Vo) * 0,   /,(>„) = 0, / > 1,

d, (s) = 0   for all s E X u T \ {xQ}, i > 1,

fi(s) = 0    for all í E X u 7 \ {y0}, i > I.

Then d E H (L/K) and/ E H (L/F) by [5]. Since H (L/F) is invariant in

H (L/K), d~xfd restricted to F must be the identity higher derivation, i.e.

fd=d when restricted to F. However

(/^Kl-S/iV/W-
/ = 0

2

S fjd2-j(x0)
7 = 0

Thus we have a contradiction and, hence, X =0, i.e. F = K or F C K. Since

we are assuming F + L, L/F is not purely inseparable. Since H(L/F) and,

as noted, H(L/K(Lp\sltc both H(L/K)^invariant and L/K(LP")(F) =

L/F(Lp") is modular, H(L/K(L"")(F)) is H(L/K) invariant and hence is

invariant in H(L/K(LP")). Thus by [3, Theorem]

K(LP")(F) = K(L"")(LP') = K(LP')

or
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K(Lp")(F) C K(Lpß(Lpß   for all e,

i.e. K(LP")(F) = K(Lp"). Moreover, this must be true for all large n. For

large n, K(LP") is separable over K, and since F is purely inseparable over K,

for large 77, K(LP"*')(F) =£ K(LP")(F). Thus as n increases, r must increase.

But this says F is separable over K and hence F = K. Thus under the

assumption F =£ L, we conclude^ = K, a contradiction.

We now consider the case F = L. Since L/F is purely inseparable and

K(LP') has a finite_separating transcendence basis over K, K(LP") C F C L

for some n. Thus H(L/F) is H(L/K(LP")) invariant and F = K(LP")(LP')

= K(LP) for some r by [3, Theorem].
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